**FEATURES**

- Nichrome/Steel Iris/Zoom Lens System
- Externally operable, continuously variable field adjustment
- Automatic self-cancelling color boomerang
- Smooth operating douser and chopping shutter operation
- Four-legged base includes leveling jacks
- Continual zoom optics for full flood to small spot
- Will accept 2500 - 3000 & 4000 watt lamps
- Center mounted 6-color boomerang, uses industry standard color frame for gels and dichroics
- Ball bearing movements on pan and tilt function
- Four follow/carrying handles
- Stable four-legged base assembly including leveling jacks
- All parts easily removable for cleaning and maintenance
- Ammeter and control for lamp current
- Hour meter
- 208-240 VAC, 50 or 60 Hz operation

The Lycian 1294 SUPERARC XENON LONG THROW features a Dichroic "Cold Mirror" Reflector, Optical Grade Lenses, Nichrome Iris, Chopping Shutter, Fader, Quick Focus Knob and a Separate Electronic Switching Power Supply.